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Co-inventing  
  the CLIMATE  LAB:

First lessons from an innovative partnership

THE CLIMATE LAB

H ow is a Where’s Waldo puzzle like a graph depicting  
fifty years of average temperatures? In both, the key  
elements to focus on are disguised by an overwhelming 

amount of visual noise. Despite the apparent jumble of infor-
mation, each presents discernable patterns. The trick to  
finding the “signal” among the “noise” is to assemble a large 
amount of data.  

Getting students in the habit of looking for the signal or trend 
in a data set is the goal of the first activity in a new climate 
change unit for the Climate Lab, a prototype education pro-
gram at the Manomet Center for Conservation Sciences.  
Students begin the activity by looking at Where’s Waldo 
search and find puzzles and consider the following questions:

• What is the purpose of the game? (Answer - to find Waldo)

• What is the purpose of everything in the puzzle that is not 
Waldo? (Answer - to make it hard to find Waldo)

• What help do we have in finding Waldo?  
(We know what he looks like, and we know he’s there)

• Based on this picture, would you be able to predict  
Waldo’s location in other pictures? (?)

The activity then progresses as students continue to explore 
signal vs. noise in the context of weather vs. climate.  They 
examine graphs showing the average annual temperature in 
Massachusetts over 50 years, first looking at small subsets of 
data from short periods. They consider several questions and 
make predictions and then continue their exploration by 
looking at larger sets of data and how those data sets impact 
their predictions of future temperature. These initial activi-
ties, along with several others focused on ecology and biology, 
comprise a one-week unit designed to help the Climate Lab 
participants get the most out of their field observation and 
data collection work, which is a primary part of the program.

THE CLIMATE LAB PARTNERSHIP
TERC is designing and field-testing  activities in collabora-
tion with the Manomet Center of Conservation Sciences as 
part of the Climate Lab project funded by the National Sci-
ence Foundation.1 The Manomet Center is a research station 
headquartered in Plymouth, Massachusetts, on a bluff with a 
wonderful view of Cape Cod Bay. Their scientists, led by 
Trevor Lloyd-Evans, have been monitoring spring and fall 
migrant land birds since the late 1960s, and their work has 
expanded to include other bird research (for example, shore 
birds), as well as a growing program in climate change and 
sustainability education around New England.  Their 
research has contributed to an understanding of how climate 
change is affecting familiar bird species, and local ecosystems 
in New England.  

Captions to captions to come her, captions to come here, captions to come 
here, captions to come.
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TERC’s participation in the Climate Lab grows out of the Bio-
sphere and Climate Initiative at TERC, which seeks to con-
nect people with the climate changes happening where they 
live, specifically New England species and landscapes, as a 
way to learn about climate science  and find ways to act on 
their knowledge.  The Initiative’s collaboration with the 
Manomet Center offers a great opportunity to design a pro-
gram that can link students and teachers with the long-term 
work of a research station, enabling them to learn from its 
growing data sets, and contributing their own observations.  
The project can provide protocols and a connection to 
research questions of current interest, while helping students 
and teachers learn science practices that they can use to 
investigate their own questions. The project’s aim is to 
develop a program which can be transferred to other settings, 
and involve in-school and also out-of-school learners (chil-
dren and adults), thus supporting the growth of networks of 
investigation centered on field stations around the country.

 

Climate Lab Research and Design. While TERC and 
Manomet researchers are designing the educational activi-
ties and materials, they are also designing a partnership  
and learning from the process to improve the project and to 
share lessons learned with other scientist-educator teams. 
We have identified potential challenges to the creation of a 
wide-adaptable  model from the Climate Lab protoype , and 
are testing potential solutions to overcoming those chal-
lenges in this three-year research project. These challenges 
include the following.

Connections to middle school learning goals. Middle schools 
are implementing curriculum to meet specific learning goals. 
The Climate Lab program needs to meet those goals in ways 
that are fully transparent if teachers are to invest time in  
the program. Our materials are being tested in some 20 mid-
dle-school classrooms in the first year. In addition to the unit 
activities, we are developing teacher supports  (both in print 
and on online) and professional development activities.  The 
diversity of schools in our pilot will help us uncover how to 
meet the needs of a wide range of schools in different settings 
and with different resources of time, equipment, and access 
to field sites.  This will be important as we prepare for the 
second year with a wider range of schools. 

Access to scientists. The prototype for the Climate Lab 
assumes a close connection between the researchers at the 
Manomet Center and the schools.  For the Climate Lab to 
grow into a model that can be adopted elsewhere, we need to 
replace the current need for the scientists to be physically 
present through the development of websites, guidelines, and 
other supports.  During the second year we will include 
schools that can not easily visit the Manomet Center to see 
the bird-banding work, and are too far away for Manomet 
researchers to pay “house calls.”  After the spring 2015 field 
trial , we will build on this year’s experience to enhance 
Web-accessible resources, including “how-to” videos, and 
possibly Web casts of bird-banding and data collection at  
the Manomet lab. 

Transplantation to new sites. Our plan is that the first  
two years will prepare us for the biggest step: Adapting the 
innovation to test its transferability to other scientific part-
ners.  Our curriculum, teacher supports, and Web resources 
should enable scientist-school partnerships in places as far 
away as Baltimore and California to adopt the Climate Lab 
approach, and adapt it to their local settings, including — 
research projects, species and climate impacts.  The Climate 
Lab team will advise and provide support from a distance, but 

Close up of red maples

Canada mayflower Maianthemum 
canadense Leaves with raindrops 
in bed of moss
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this will be our most rigorous challenge to date.  To make that 
work, we will need to provide guidance and support for the 
scientists in the new locations, as well as for the teachers and 
students.    

FOUR CREATIVE TENSIONS  
The partnership includes overlapping expertise from both 
teams. The Manomet research scientist team has a long history 
with school groups, and TERC’s Climate Lab staff of curricu-
lum designers and education researchers includes research 
ecologists and biologists. Nevertheless, there are some “cre-
ative tensions” which require the partners to be alert to areas 
of misunderstanding, or opportunities for growth. We at TERC 
have a lot of experience with school-scientist partnerships, and 
the occasional issues that arise because of the different worlds 
that the participants inhabit.  We have identified four creative 
tensions:

Local vs global science, Scientists naturally place their 
detailed data collection into a “big picture” understanding  
of how the world works.  Students (and often teachers) get 
focused on the minutiae of the transect, petri-dish, or quad-
rat.  How do you keep the “big” present in the “little” for non-
scientists?  In our materials, we have sought in several ways 
to show how “signals” can emerge from “noise.”  We’ve cre-
ated whimsical activities such as the one’s based on “Where’s 
Waldo?” as well as more serious activities looking at trends 
emerging from long-term data such as the observations of 
birds taken at the Manomet Center for the past 40 years.

Science within reach of students vs. cutting edge science.  
The frontiers of science — even in a local ecosystem — can be 
some distance ahead of student thinking. Teachers are very 
aware of what their students are thinking, and of how far 
their knowledge or experience may be from where the new 
science is being created.  How to connect “research program” 
with “curriculum unit”, so that the curriculum is enriched 
and enlivened by the collaboration, without too much being 
demanded of the students or teachers?  We have tried to make 
sure that each aspect of the “fun stuff,” the field work, is 
related to a program of research about organisms’ responses 
to climate change — why these measurements relate to the 
basic biology and ecology of organisms which students are 
gaining familiarity with through their biology learning career 
from K to 12. 

Time warps — It’s the banding season!  The plants are  
leafing out!  Oh, wait, it’s time for the annual state-wide  
student assessment!  How to synchronize “scientist time” 
with “school time”?  This one requires lots of communication 
between teachers and scientists about what their work 

schedules are like.  Maintaining that level of communication 
is “simple” but hard!  TERC can often play a role by noticing 
that more information is needed, and sometimes interpreting 
one “culture” to the other. 

Science research and the learning sciences. How to design 
our program, materials, and supports so that students learn 
authentic science, and we can do scientific research about 
learning?  On the other hand, what do we at TERC need to do 
to help our scientist partners “see” and be interested by the 
questions of educational research which we are attending to?  
We have addressed this pragmatically by making clear to the 
teachers that while they and their students are learning about 
the world — conducting research — and connecting their 
learning to Manomet Center’s research program, we at TERC 
are also engaged in learning about their experience, learning, 
teaching, and experiencing of the changing world through 
questions, observations, and measurements.  This helps make 
clear what “data” means for each of these layers of inquiry, 
and gives everyone a share in the purposes of all three inqui-
ries — circles within circles!

 It is important to identify these “tensions”  — not because 
they cause tension, but because by paying attention to them, 
we can all gain understanding about the experiment we are 
conducting, and tell our story to help others who want do 
something similar.   So rather than finding that our differing 
perspectives are points of conflict or confusion, we can make 
them the subject of joint inquiry and learning.

The Climate Lab program will continue to develop so as to  
be transferable to other partnerships between schools and 
research stations. It is our hope that the curriculum, teacher 
supports, and online resources will enable scientist-school 
partnerships in faraway states to adopt the Climate Lab 
model and adapt it for their location, so that students can 
become researchers about climate change on their own land-
scapes, and share in the important work of education about 
the science and implications of climate change. j 

TO LEARN MORE:
 @ManometCenter 

  https://www.manomet.org 
  https://www.facebook.com/Manomet

It is our hope that the curriculum, teacher  
supports, and online resources will enable  
scientist-school partnerships in faraway states. 


